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Sport-recreational fishing:

La Ciénaga de zapata has three areas for sport fishing, Las Salinas de

Brito, El Río Hatiguanico and Laguna del Tesoro, all being protected

areas with different management categories. a very specialized

activity where modern motor boats are used that have facilities in

their structure to carry out fishing from it, in the proper execution

of the activity these boats are manually propelled by the guide to

allow access in the as much quiet as possible with the client to the

different areas where the fish are, sometimes very shallow. The areas

where it is developed stand out for the good state of conservation of

the natural resource and its scenic beauty.

In the area of Las Salinas de Brito the center of the activity is

the macabí (Alvula sp), as an umbrella species and the shad (Megalops

atlanticus), the Palometa (Trachinotus falcatus) and the Snook

(Centropomus undecimalis) that give a complement of additional quality

in the conformation of the product while in the Hatiguanico River and

its tributaries there is a fishing potential that longitudinally spans

more than 40 kilometers for tarpon as a fundamental species and bass,

cubera and others as a complement; while in the Laguna del Tesoro the

attractive species is the Cuban trout (black bass)

The internal accesses to the boarding points are by roads and dirt

roads in the case of Salinas and the Hatiguanico River in good

condition and that allow the client to enjoy a peculiar and beautiful

nature. It is an activity of low degree of complexity from the

physical point of view, although the client requires technical

specialization and has 20 highly specialized guides and a carrying

capacity of:

    For Las Salinas up to 8 fishermen per day

    For the Hatiguanico River up to 4 clients per day

    For the Treasure Lagoon up to 8 fishermen per day.
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